Hydrophobic organization of alpha-helix membrane bundle in bacteriorhodopsin.
The hydrophobic organization of the intramembrane alpha-helical bundle in bacteriorhodopsin (BRh) was assessed based on a new approach to characterization of spatial hydrophobic properties of transmembrane (TM) alpha-helical peptides. The method employs two independent techniques: Monte Carlo simulations of nonpolar solvent around TM peptides and analysis of molecular hydrophobicity potential on their surfaces. The results obtained by the two methods agree with each other and permit precise hydrophobicity mapping of TM peptides. Superimposition of such data on the experimentally derived spatial model of the membrane moiety together with 2D maps of hydrophobic hydrophilic contacts provide considerable insight into the hydrophobic organization of BRh. The helix bundle is stabilized to a large extent by hydrophobic interactions between helices--neighbors in the sequence of BRh, by long-range interactions in helix pairs C-E, C-F, and C-G, and by nonpolar contracts between retinal and helices C, D, E, F. Unlike globular proteins, no polar contacts between residues distantly separated in the sequence of BRh were found in the bundle. One of the most striking results of this study is the finding that the hydrophobic organization of BRh is significantly different from those in bacterial photoreaction centers. Thus, TM alpha-helices in BRh expose their most nonpolar sides to the bilayer as well as to the neighboring helices and to the interior of the bundle. Some of them contact lipids with their relatively hydrophilic surfaces. No correlation was found between disposition of the most hydrophobic and the most variable sides of the TM helices.